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Discovery XD from Land Rover of Richmond at top of Black Tusk. Story
on page 6. (Photograph by Neil Andrews)
Special thanks to “Land Rover of Richmond” for the use of their
photocopier to print this issue.
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Membership Information
An insert in this newsletter has the membership information and a
application form for the 1998 year. Please take a few minutes to fill in the
form and send it in with your dues. This is the only way we will know if you
are interested in receiving the Rover-Lander newsletter.
Moving?? Send us a postcard with your new address, postal code and
telephone number. We do not track members who have moved. No
attempt will be made to contact you if your address has changed.
Mail Membership Application or New Address Card to:
The Rover-Landers of BC
PO BOX 37102 North Vancouver BC, V7N 4M0

Writers Wanted
Thanks to all those who contributed to this issue. Please continue to write
to us about your Land Rover experiences, technical tips, or other
information on Land Rovers and we’ll put them in print. If you have any
questions to ask we will do our best to answer them. Comments are also
encouraged. We want to know how to improve this newsletter.

Rover-Landers Online
The Rover-Landers of BC has an Internet home page. Visit our site at
<http://mypage.direct.ca/d/don/rl_club.html>.
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Comments to Members

**Founders’ Day Event - November 15th, 6:00PM**

We need your help in communicating
information on events which miss the newsletter to
members. The club is made up of members of different
interests, from heavy, panel bashing off road to perfect
showroom type trucks. It is your job as members to be
involved in planning the events of your interest or
letting others know about events of interest.
I know that many of you can not get away for a
two day weekend of light off-roading, but I think we
can do better than 4-6 trucks in the future. So lets get
out there and have some fun!
On another note we have only received about
40 membership forms back which is not enough to
support this publication four times a year. Please keep
in mind that as of the new year those who do not mail
in their application form will not be considered
members of the club! I know that there are about 100
more people out there who are receiving newsletters
and who want to be involved so please mail us your
application form soon.

Taking place at Vancouver’s Bessborough
Armory in Kitsilano, this is typically the largest event of
the year and also serves as the club’s birthday. Last
year’s event actually took place in March of this year,
but we would like to give ourselves more time to plan
for 1998 as it will be the 50th anniversary of Land
Rover. Events will include a parts swap, raffle & 50/50
draw, and videos.

Don MacDonald, Rover-Landers President

Land Rover Events
Location of Bessborough Armory

Rover-Landers Pub Night - Oct. 18th, 8:00PM
Black Bear Pub, Lynn Valley Center,
North Vancouver. There is plenty of parking available.
For our August Pub night we spent some time looking
over each other’s trucks before heading inside.
For directions call Jeff London (604) 987-1831

Planning Meeting - Nov. 19th, 7:30PM

Hut Lake Run - November 1st-2nd

1998 Northwest Challenge

Group will meet at 9:30AM at the McDonald’s
in Squamish before heading up to Hut Lake. Overnight
stay at Hut Lake is optional, as some of the group will
head down Saturday afternoon.
Those who are interested MUST CONTACT
Don MacDonald by October 25th (604) 988-7031
E-mail: don@direct.ca.

Next year it is the Rover-Landers turn as host
club to prepare and run the Northwest Challenge. Some
planning is already underway, but the only way to make
it a success will be to have as many local trucks out as
possible, either as competitors or as helpers.
Watch for more details.

There is a general planning meeting, to plan
events and club functions for Land Rovers 50th
anniversary next year.
Bonsor Recreation Complex, Burnaby.
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Internet Now

Karl And Matt.
Out of 24 teams driving an assortment of Land
Rovers, Jeeps, Toyotas, and other vehicles they
managed a 7th place finish. The National Guard was
there helping but were told their Hummers were too big
for the trails!
The first day’s written directions (and
misdirections) were followed keeping a keen eye out
for markers along the track, usually on the most
challenging sections. At the markers the navigators
disembarked to punch their scorecards.
Also along the way were a selection of special
tasks to be completed. The first consisted of three
teeball T’s set up in a clearing. The first vehicles raced
around and gathered the balls, then relayed them to the
second who had to replace them on the T’s. The next
was a slalom run of cones set in a rocky gully, that was
done under power, then the next slalom was done with
an unpowered vehicle being yarded around on the end
of a tug strap.
Other tasks included removing a belt and an
alternator, balancing the vehicles on a teeter totter and
the most challenging was a dead truck winch up a really
rocky section with about three foot rock faces known
as the “Little Rubicon”. At one point the navigators left
the vehicles and followed a compass bearing over a hill
to where the trucks were waiting on the other side.
The terrain of the State Forest is really
mountainous with lots of trails rated to degree of
difficulty. Many were very steep and rutted. Doug
Shipman who organized the event was most apologetic
that the weather hadn’t cooperated (dry & dusty).
The second day consisted of a timed rally with
check points along a 40 Mile route for which tulip maps
were followed. There was a special timed section that
even Andretti would have had problems meeting. The
rest was relatively straight forward as long as
calculations from Miles to Kilometers worked out with
e.t.a.’s.
It was a great weekend which is highly
recommended to anyone and the organizers certainly
deserve congratulations.

Don MacDonald
The BC Land Rover E-mail List mentioned in
the last issue has become a great success. With over 20
members chatting back and forth daily about Land
Rover parts, prices, and events. I have made many
connections with Land Rover enthusiasts from all over
the world, the latest being Ronny from Norway. He has
a web site with nice pictures of his Series I Land Rover
at: <http://home.sol.no/ronjacob/>. To subscribe to the
E-mail list you can contact me at <don@direct.ca>.

Team Trophy Challenge
Dave Tebbutt
May 16th saw two Rover-Landers heading down
the I5 and Coast Highway to the Tillamock State
Forest, West of Portland, Oregon for the 3rd annual
Team Trophy Challenge. This was only the second time
for Phil and Dave in their Ex-Military 90’s assisted by
4
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with me, but I would be riding at a break neck speed
(28 mph) and did not want to be held up. Doreen
bravely stayed behind to ward off all the wild beasts
and boogie men.
Well I was off. Several people passed me and
did a double take when they saw my mode of
transportation. I rode right in to the first corner store
in town and called a cab. There was a group of
teenagers standing outside the store and had a few
joking comments to make like “Nice hog you got there
Dad.” The cab came and luckily it was a station
wagon, so I folded down the handle bars on my hog
and threw it in the back. I picked up our van and
returned back to rescue my family. I was relieved to
find that nobody had been eaten by wild animals. When
I returned they were sitting in the Rover singing songs
and eating all the left over treats. They were surprised
I had returned so quickly. So…we abandoned old blue
and headed for town.
The next day I gathered the necessary bolt and
axle from my spare parts stash and returned with my
friend Don to make the repairs and hopefully drive her
out. I used two thin pieces of 3 foot gas welding rod
welded together to push through from one side of the
axle housing, through the differential, and pushed the
broken shaft out the other side. It took a few taps at
just the right spot to get the broken shaft dislodged
from the differential gears but it was a lot easier than
removing the carrier from the housing. With new axle
in and bolt back in spring hanger, it was no problem
getting out and heading for home. I think that was the
first time my old Land Rover has left me stranded, but
I’m sure it won’t be the last. After all, the Rovers I
have owned have been 30 years or older, I think that’s
about 90 in human years.

Broken Half Shafts and Shattered Sundays
Kelly Brooks
It was a hot Sunday August morning. By 11am
it was already 30 degrees so Doreen and I and our four
children, Janna, Carolyn, Paul and Matthew decided to
leave our sweltering neighbourhood and escape to the
hills for a cool dip and cook out. We all pitched in and
loaded up the Land Rover with all the necessary goods
including a pair of Honda 50 mini bikes in tow.
It was about 20 km to Watching Creek forestry
camp ground where there is a cool little creek canyon
that is great for rock hounding and mucking about in
clear pools and rapids. The road up is dusty on hot
days, with plenty of wash board, but is good and solid.
Upon arrival I decided we would drop the
trailer off up on the flat bench above the creek and
maneuver old blue down the last steep and washed out
half km by herself. We all could have walked with a
little caution but I figured why do that when you’re
driving a Land Rover that was quite capable of getting
us up and down.
We all had a great afternoon swimming and
exploring. Later we had a fire to dry off and roast our
weenies and marshmallows, but the day was ending and
we had to pack up and start the trek home. I had old
blue in low range first gear just letting her crawl her
way out when she started to jump and scratch. I had
been in and out of here before and I couldn’t figure out
why she didn’t want to climb. I backed up a little and
tried again. She jumped a few times and then a dreaded
snap came from somewhere below. I ground my teeth
and jumped on the brakes. Everybody got a little
excited when I started to back her down but it wasn’t
very far and I had to get Rover down to a safe flat spot
for inspection.
Upon inspection we discover a broken rear
spring hanger bolt which explains why we had no
traction. Then I jacked up the rear end and found we
also had a broken axle. Well, then the question came
from everybody, “Now what do we do?” There was no
one else here, so no rides, and it was 20 km to the
nearest phone. Only one thing I could think of: I would
have to get my butt on one of those little mini bikes and
ride back to town to get our van. The boys thought
this was great and wanted to ride the other one back

UK Trek & Traction Parts Ltd.
Genuine Rover Parts
For Series I, II, III Land-Rovers
“What you need, When you need it.”
Aart van der star: Phone: (604) 888-2813
Fax: (604) 533-8508
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switchbacks, into the alpine meadows above the tree
line. We passed one Pathfinder on our way up that
morning, and there were several other trucks at the top
when we arrived.

Rover-Landers Test Drive Discovery XD
Neil Andrews
Thanks to Land Rover of Richmond, Canada’s
new Land Rover Centre, the Rover-Lander of BC had
the opportunity to take a 1997 Special Edition
Discovery XD off roading in the Whistler Mountain
area on Sunday August 17th. In case you are not
familiar with the model, it is the Camel Trophy lookalike, with such special features as British AA Yellow
exterior with matte black hood and exterior trim, black
“Castor” alloy wheels, Safari roof rack and rear door
ladder, brush bars, extra driving lights, rear light
guards, engine skid plate, and waterproof seat covers.
Standard equipment for the Discovery include a
4.0 litre cast aluminum V8, permanent 4-wheel drive, a
2-speed transfer case with a manually locking centre
differential, 4-speed automatic transmission, coil
springs front and back, and 4-wheel ABS.
I picked up the XD Saturday afternoon after a
vehicle inspection to verify that there was no body
damage before being loaned out. There were some
minor scratches on the paintwork from previous tests,
and a small chip on the bottom of the front brush guard,
but no body panel damage.
That evening a few friends and I headed up to
Whistler to stay with Don MacDonald, our club
president working as a Land Rover tour guide for Off
The Beaten Track Wilderness Expeditions Ltd.
We decided to take his 1966 Series IIA 88” and
the Discovery to the Black Tusk microwave tower.
The Black Tusk is the black lava core of an ancient
volcano that reaches into the sky from the mountain
ranges that for the past few years have been selected as
North America’s best ski destination. This turned out
to be a good choice due to the wide roads which
prevented pinstriping, and the track itself was mostly
light off roading with a few rough sections but no risk
of body panel or undercarriage damage.
The trail starts just south of Whistler in a
coastal forest region and heads east up into the
mountains. The first section is relatively flat and
smooth, but quite dusty. There is one stream (or
optional bridge) crossing in a portion that is flat. The
road and surrounding area are covered in loose rock.
The road then leads steeply upwards with occasional

Black Tusk on Top Right

Photograph by Neil Andrews

It was a gorgeous sunny day and the alpine
flowers were out. The view from the top is excellent,
with Black Tusk on one hand, and Whistler Valley on
the other. There was a nice, cool breeze which was
refreshing after the long drive up. Patches of snow still
remained from the winter, and there were even a few
people who hiked over to a large snow patch to ski.
Next time I will remember to take skis with me.
We stayed at the summit for a while before
heading down. Along the way back we stopped for a
few sections to “play” in the mud and water.
Some readers might want to know what I
thought of the Discovery XD as compared to my 1965
Series IIA 88”.
6
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On Road
No comparison! We all know our Series trucks are
slow and noisy on the highway. Discovery wins hands
down. The Discovery is still no sports car however,
and response was a bit slow. Even so, it is much
quieter and is capable of much higher speeds than a
Series truck. But, the roof rack does add a bit of wind
noise at highway speed. Fuel consumption was about
13.5 mpg of mixed highway, off-road driving, and
occasional use of the air conditioner.

Nit-picking
This may be un-Land Roverly of me to say, especially
coming from a Series owner, but here goes. The back
door squeaked most of the time while we were
bumping around off road. Also, I think a CD player
should come as a standard option in any vehicle over
$30,000. To be fair though, I did some research and
most sport utility vehicles in the same price range list a
CD player as optional equipment. Land Rover should
lower the seat box so tall drivers don’t have to lower
their heads to get full vision when looking upward
through the windshield. Finally, the clock on the
dashboard was hardly visible it was so dimly lit. It was
not backlit along with the other instruments and I could
not find any other switch for it.

Off Road
What a difference coil spring suspension makes!
Driving over potholes and washboard road are smooth,
even at speed, while the doing the same in my Series
IIA would have meant a very bumpy ride. The big
question on everybody’s mind is the automatic
transmission. I really did like it. It made steep sections
simple, with no worrying about slipping or burning the
clutch. Power is always delivered smoothly to the
wheels, preventing slipping. The XD effortlessly
crawled over the rough sections, while all the time
providing a smooth ride.
One change I would make is to use larger and
more aggressive tires than the Michelin 235/70R16’s
provided on our test model. I also had some difficulty
shifting the transfer case, although this may be partly
because it is new.

The Stream Crossing

Overall I was very impressed. The Discovery
XD was fun to drive on and off road. The driver’s seat
gives a commanding view of the road down the nicely
slanted front hood. Front passengers were comfortable
on and off road. Rear passengers were comfortable on
road, although it was a little “cosy” with three adults
sitting in the back. Off road, the rear passengers
complained a bit about the bumpy ride. I think this may
be largely due to the rear seat being positioned almost
directly over the rear axle. The front seats are nearly
centred between the two axles and were quite
comfortable.
Many thanks to Kevin Machell-Cox, Land
Rover Centre manager at Land Rover of Richmond for
offering us the use of the Discovery XD for this RoverLander article. Also thanks to Paul Clutton of Off The
Beaten Track for allowing us to stay at his house
overnight, and to Don MacDonald for leading us on
our trip.
I am now saving my money to buy a Discovery
XD for myself. Sticker price is just short of $50,000. I
am accepting donations.
Visit Land Rover of
Richmond at the Richmond Auto Mall. They have only
two other Discovery XD’s aside from the one I test
drove. Someone should buy them quickly if they want
a special Discovery. Only 250 were built. As a Land
Rover Centre, they also have an off road demonstration
course on site which displays some of the capabilities of
the Discoverys and Range Rovers. Rediscover offroading in style in the Land Rover Discovery.

Photograph by Amanda Davies
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The Rover-Landers of BC Yalakom Run

ED TRETWOLD

Don MacDonald
The Yalakom run was made a success starting
with four trucks meeting two more then finishing with
two. With hard core club members Dave, Phil, Gordon,
Karl, John, Marty, Don, and other passengers whose
names escape me.
We started in Whistler with two 90’s, a SIII,
and my IIA and headed for Pemberton where we filled
up with gas and met a guy with a lightweight. Once on
the road again we were headed for the Anderson Lake
Road then to Lillooet and down to Texas Creek where
we met up with Karl and John. They led us up a fun
rocky, cliff side road, before we headed back to
Molybdenite Lake to camp for the night.
In the morning Gordan, Marty and I decided we
were going to head up the planned route through
Poison Mountain and Goldbridge, so we said our goodbyes and off we went.
It wasn’t long after we said our good-byes
when my truck started making loud, scary noises. After
freaking out and some diagnosing Gordon, Marty and I
found the problem was that the parking brake shoe
linings had come loose and were flying around the
drum. Problem solved and we continued on our way up
the Yalakom and to Poison Mountain. This area has
some of the most beautiful scenery in the world and I
strongly recommend another run up there to explore.
After a beautiful stay at Swartz Lake we headed
for Goldbridge then up Green Mountain. Green
Mountain was a little more like heavy off roading with
a tree across the road, rock climbing, body damage (not
just the trucks). This was the last stage of the event and
then we headed for home.

(604) 325-3275

11880 MITCHELL ROAD
MITCHELL ISLAND, RICHMOND, B.C. V6V 1T7

A Recipe for Making Pemmican
Phil Carter
Here is a recipe you can use if you want to try making
your own supply of pemmican.
1. Take two pounds of beef and cut in into small strips.
2. Prepare the beef by either:
• cooking it in the oven at a low temperature
with the oven door left slightly open. Let the
beef dry in the oven until it is hard.
• putting the beef in the sun and leaving it until
it is very dry.
3. When the beef is very dry, crush it by either:
• pounding it with a hammer until it turns into
a powder.
• putting it through a meat grinder.
4. When the beef is very finely crushed, add raisins or
berries such as cranberries, choke-cherries,
raspberries, or currants. Add about one-half cup of
raisins or berries for each pound of beef.
5. Put the crushed beef and berries into a pie plate and
pour hot beef fat or sheep fat on top until the beef
and berries are covered. Be careful! Hot fat can
cause very bad burns.
6. Stir the hot fat, ground beef, and berries together
until the fat begins to get hard.
7. Let the mixture cool and cut it into squares just like
you would cut fudge. It is better to make a little
more pemmican than you think you need.
Remember, pemmican does not spoil.
The
pemmican you make will not spoil for two or three
years if you take care to keep is as cool and dry as
possible.
8
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does a determined Land Rover rebuilder go? For
example: aluminum welding. Most shops are afraid to
touch the high magnesium content, thin panels, but
Renato Muskovic at La Carrozzeria car builders in
Langley will, and does a good job. Rebuilding a
clutch? Try Gordon Rea in Vancouver. For stainless
steel nuts and bolts drop into Home Depot for coarse
thread and Steveston Marine in Steveston for fine.
Dave at Acklands in North Vancouver will
rebuild your engine, and Redi Strip in Delta will strip
your paint. Hudson plating in Vancouver does a great
job of zinc plating, Crystal Auto Glass in Richmond has
a good supply of window channels, and City Sheet
Metal, also in Richmond, will make the small retaining
angles for the windshield. Round head rivets can be
obtained at Mattic Industries in Surrey.
But if anyone knows where to get a rivet set
(the tool that holds the round head of the rivets) please
let me know. I couldn’t find one in the Lower
Mainland so wrote to Paddock Tools in England. Even
they didn’t have one.

Rebuilding My Land Rover - or
How I Did Almost Everything Twice
Murray Brown
Five years ago when my son brought home an
old Land Rover neither of us anticipated that a
restoration project could take so long. Part of the
problem was that we didn’t plan on doing most of the
tasks twice.
The frame, for example, was carefully wire
brushed to remove the loose rust, then discarded in
favour of a new one. A few weeks later the bulkhead
was methodically stripped of its grease and much of its
paint only to be abandoned for one in better shape. The
back box also went through this partial cleaning and
stripping process before it too was given up for on that
had fewer dents. Finally, all of the aluminum pieces
went to Redi Strip to have the paint removed properly.
Since I knew nothing about electrical systems
the old generator was exchanged for a rebuilt unit.
Later, based on the advise of someone much more
expert than me, this rebuilt model was quickly tossed
out in exchange for an alternator and a negative
ground.
In the fastenings department I started with
ordinary black nuts and bolts, then switched to
stainless, replacing the black ones in the process.
Even the galvanizing was done twice. The first
outfit did a terrible job, especially on the smaller pieces,
but this was remedied by having these smaller items
zinc plated, and the larger things regalvanized at a
second place.
In the early stages I even carefully cleaned and
adjusted the old Solex carburetor, but replaced it three
years later with a Weber.
The entire process has been a great learning
experience. At least I now know what not to do.
Hopefully, by this time next year I may even be able to
drive the finished product to a Rover-Landers picnic.

TEL - 254-7511

FAX - 254-7990

Contacts
Murray Brown

2140 E. HASTINGS ST.
VANCOUVER, B.C. V5L 1V1

When the heavyweights like Ray in West
Vancouver, Ron on Kingsway, Alan in Summerland,
Andre in Surrey, and Art in Langley can’t help where
10
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To install them I had to remove the mounts for
the old seats from the seat box and then I bent the
mounts on the new seats just slightly with a wrench. I
then placed them on the seat box and drilled holes in it
to match the holes in the seat mounts and bolted them
on. I then attached the seat belts, and went for a spin.
WOW!!! I could not believe the difference. I was kept
in place when going around tight corners and the seats
were oh, so comfortable. The only things to remember
when looking for seats are: stay away from cars with
motorized seats and always ask how much they are
before you rip them out of the car. I have found that
seats make all the difference in the world. I try to find
excuses to drive the truck just to sit in the seats!

Seat Solution
Jeff London
I have owned my 1979 Series III 109' three
door, for two and a half years now and have been
constantly faced with the discomfort of the stock Land
Rover seats. Being an ex-military vehicle, the truck
was expected to have gone through a large amount of
wear and tear, and the seats were no exception. Upon
purchasing the truck I was dismayed to discover them
covered in old smelly tent canvas. That was one of the
first things to be fixed. I went on a trip to my local
fabric store and bought some black vinyl. I then got to
work on my new seat covers. The seats looked good,
but how would they stand up to the test of time? They
failed miserably, and only lasted six months. Needless
to say I was not impressed. My thirty dollar seat job
looked and lasted like a thirty dollar seat job. This is
where my desire for Defender bucket seats began.
However, after discovering the price those seats I went
back to the drawing board. At this time I heard rumors
that the old Volvo seats fit the Rover seat box with few
modifications. This was great news, and I started to
look for wrecked Volvos. I found some, but the seats
did not even fit in the door let alone mount to the seat
box. Becoming increasingly disillusioned I gave it one
last chance and struck gold.
Before leaving for Ralph’s Auto Wreckers on
Mitchell Island in Richmond, (the holy grail of
automobile parts) I took the dimensions of the front
cab, steering wheel to seat box, length and width of
seat box, seat box to pedals, and so forth. Armed with
these and a tape measure I went to work. I quickly
found that the condition of most cars was poor. So, I
did not even approach a car unless the windows were
rolled up to ensure no water damage.
After searching for about an hour I came across
an early 90’s Hyundai Scoupe. Upon closer inspection
I noticed the interior was in great shape. I opened the
door and took the seat dimensions. It was a perfect fit
and the seats looked almost new! I was in a good
mood. This was exactly what I was looking for. I went
to the site office and asked how much they wanted for
the seats and the matching inertia seatbelts. They
quoted me $165. I was in heaven, I got the seats home
and sure enough they fit perfectly.

Land Rover Parts
New and used all models
bought, sold, traded.
Andre Maier
Phone/fax: (604) 951-3214
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European Land Rover Sightings
Jeff London

Whistler Upholstery and Interiors Ltd.
Quality Seat Upholstery
Complete Upholstery Service
#1 - 1370 ALPHA LAKE RD.
WHISTLER, BC, V0N 1B1

FREE ESTIMATES
TEL/FAX: (604) 932-1112
RES: (604) 932-5960

ABC ALL BRITISH CARS

Photograph by Jeff London

This Defender 90 was spotted in an alley in Florence,
Italy by Rover-Lander member Jeff London as he was
leaving his hotel.

SPAX & KONI SHOCKS
Ruth Burgess
#401 - 3835 East 1st Avenue, Burnaby, B.C., V5C 3V6
Tel. (604) 294-5747 - Fax. (604) 294-5720

CRAFTSMAN
SHEET METAL LTD.
Photograph by Jeff London

Tel: (604) 905-4744
Fax: (604) 905-4828

Another sighting by Jeff London was this Defender 110
5 door in Garmisch-Partenkirchen, Germany. This one
was spotted in a parking lot at the base of one of the
local mountains.

#6-1208 Alpha Lake Road, Whistler, BC, V0N 1B1
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Andre’s Corner

creating corrosion in other areas. Also, if not done
properly, galvanizing will warp a frame. Now do you
wonder why Land Rover doesn’t galvanize a frame?
Ever see a Camel Trophy or any expedition type Land
Rover with a galvanized frame?
When looking over the frame, carefully inspect
the welds. They should be even and consistent. By law
in BC, all frame welding must be done by a licensed,
certified welder. Back yard welding is for farmers, not
the road. I get professional welders to do my welding
and so should you.
The finish is also important on a frame. Find
out if it was chemically stripped and if so was it
neutralized. Also, sandblasting incorrectly done will
lead to stress cracks, and can leave a coarse surface
finish. The paint used can create other problems. A
Tremclad paint will mean higher maintenance such as
yearly repainting whereas an epoxy urethane paint will
be the lowest maintenance and best protection from the
elements. It also has a higher chip proof rating. Many
series ones still have the original factory paint showing
in most areas, proof of what works.
Inside of the frame should be coated with boiled
linseed oil, or wax oil or similar. A sandblasted frame
is impossible to clean out all the residue inside and can
create catalytic areas to speed up rust. A chemically
stripped frame not neutralized or one that was
phosphated will leach in corners and edges, also
creating catalytic rust areas.
Undercoating I do not recommend. Although
late series three military units were undercoated, they
were only done on the outside not inside. They are also
too new to suffer any negative effects yet and I feel
they were undercoated more for a barrier for sand and
possibly some sound deadening qualities. Ziebart, I
also do not recommend. I have seen vehicles rot away
faster from under coating and Ziebarting because they
were not redone on a regular basis. Undercoating
doesn’t let the metal breathe and dry out. It can
actually create a greenhouse effect whereby trapping
moisture and accelerating the rusting process.
Undercoating is high maintenance. Enough said about
frames.

What is a Rebuild?
Rebuild, re-bild’, v.t. - to build again; to build after
having been demolished.
Recondition, re-con-dish’un, v.t. - to put something in
good condition by repairing, adjusting, etc.
Restore, ri-stor’, v.t. - to repair, to rebuild, to revive, to
bring back from a state of injury or decay, to bring
back to a former and better state.
Most automotive companies consider a rebuild
as being a complete disassembly of all parts, and all
those that are moving parts, are either replaced with
new parts of equal or upgraded specifications, or if they
can be reclaimed then they are machined to original
tolerances. i.e. engine blocks, cranks, valves, etc. can
be machined until the tolerances cannot be reclaimed,
then they must be replaced. But spring bushings,
clutches, shocks, etc. must be replaced.
The Frame
A rebuilt Land Rover has a frame with no rust
or cracks. All holes are round and not oval. It is
straight and of the same guage metal throughout. I
have seen frames with ¼” plate patches covering holes
and cracks (not a rebuild). Early Land Rovers used a
thicker gauge metal as compared to late IIA’s and early
III’s. The steel was better too. Be aware of some
aftermarket replacement parts. Some are of a thinner
gauge and short cuts were made in the welding, all in
the name of profit.
There are also complete
replacement frames built like this. Most will do fine on
road, but the real test is off road and longevity.
Galvanized frames are a whole different science.
Some galvanized frames are made of thinner steel
because galvanizing adds thickness. Galvanized frames
are also harder to repair later because the galvanizing
has to be ground off to weld on to the steel. Now you
have just created a weak point. Galvanizing also cracks
when it flexes.
Although the Land Rover box
construction was used to minimize flex, it still does.
That’s why your gas tank is mounted with a flexing
point. Any solid mounted tank will leak in a short
period. Galvanizing can also create a galvanic reaction
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88” Rear Box
Pretty straight.
$85 Call Brodie (604) 921-9338

For Sale

Michelin Tires
5 Michelin XCL Tires 7.50 R16. 4 with 50% tread, 1
spare. All with tubes.
$250 obo Call Phil (604) 538-7658

1972 SIIA 88” Land Rover
Green. All original, interior & exterior in excellent
condition. Original manuals, jack & tools, 16” new
rims and tires, two hoods, Warn winch, two original
rear passenger seats. Immaculate condition.
$15 500 firm Call Kelly (604) 258-9093
Optional hydraulic snow plow $1500.

Original Rhinohide Seats
Three front seats. In good shape.
$100 obo Call Neil (604) 985-4207

1971 SIIA 88” SWB Land Rover
Daily driven. New O.D.
One year on rebuilt
transmission. FW hubs. 16" rims. Located on
Vancouver Island.
$7000 Call Greg (250) 339-0755

Series III Parts
Fenders, Breakfast, Hood, Seats, Rear Door Hatch.
Call Jeff (604) 987-1831

Wanted

1971 SIIA 88” Land Rover
Blue. 117,830 miles. 3 yr. old motor, new muffler,
interior and exterior in excellent condition, 16” rims &
excellent tires. Digital tachometer, stereo, alarm
system, rear cargo heater, rear passenger seat, Warn
winch, new clutch master cylinder and clutch slave.
Needs: hardened valves & guides for unleaded fuel.
$8500 firm Call Kelly (604) 258-9093

Swinging rear station wagon door with hinges and latch
mechanism.
Call Neil (604) 985-4207
Right hand side window pane for pick-up cab.
Call Don (604) 988-7031
Two unrusted door pairs for 88”
Call Brodie 921-9338

1965 SIIA 88” SWB Land Rover
Good frame, 8K# Warn winch. Tailgate, Weber carb,
Leopard Camo paint job. Michelin 8.50x16” Radials.
Dual fuel tanks. Needs work.
Call Gordon (604) 873-4673

Buy and Sell adds are free for club members to. Nonmembers will be charged $5 for each ad within 20
words. Please send your ads in for the next issue due
out in December.

1957 SI 109” Land Rover Pickup Cab
2 L engine with new valves and seals. New clutch,
brakes, ignition. New shocks and front springs. Comes
with lots of spare parts.

PROTECK INDUSTRIES
Whistler’s First & Finest
Complete Machine & Welding Shop
Custom Steel Fabricating & Frame Work
(604) 932-6848
Fax: (604) 932-3325
1337 Alpha Lake Road, Whistler, V0N 1B1

$3200 obo Call Wim (604) 820-0620
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PARTS AND SERVICE
COMPLETE RESTORATIONS
REBUILT ENGINES & GEARBOXES
ACCESSORIES

Restoration Specialist for all British Vehicles
since 1982.
Ph: (250) 494-0646
Fax: (250) 494-0662
Site 72, R.R. #2, Box 8, Summerland, B.C. V0H 1Z0

Sale Items
•

•

109” Mild Steel Frame 5 Door Excellent Condition $800.00
• 0.030 Hepolite Pistons for 2.25L Petrol $75.00/ea
• 275744, 1¼“ Wheel Cylinder Kit Axle Set $11.50
• 266684, 1” Wheel Cylinder Kit Axle Set $11.00
• Range Rover OEM Disk Pad Set RTC6781 $88.00
• Range Rover OEM Disk Pad Set RTC6591 $98.00
• 608124 Engine 2.25L Overhaul Gasket Set (Copper Head Gasket) $60.00
• 2.25 Main Bearings 0.040 $30.00
• 2.25 Rod Bearings 0.040 $30.00
• Rover 2000 TC Engine, New Pistons, Bearings, Chains, Valves, Guides,
Water Pump, etc. $2000.00 obo
Brand New British Wiring Looms, Original Loom & Colour Codes. Phone for quote.
• 571890 Oil Seal Range Rover Swivel Pin Housing $20.00
• RTC3401 Oil Seal 110 Swivel Pin Housing $20.00
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